
Creativity 202: The Fletcher Treatment for Traders

• 3 courses in 1 Bundle
• Creativity 202: Fletcher Treatment for Traders

• Creativity 101: Ken’s intro course for Army Leaders

• Resilience 101: how to strengthen your spirit in times of crisis

• Creativity 202:
• Introduction to Creativity and True Storytelling

• TS: powerful collaborative learning spaces with “Safety, Trust, Truth->Opportunity”

• 30 lessons: each lesson: Fletcher exercise, Trader exercise, Reflection

• A voluntary invite to “collaborative office hours each week” to network
• Come as often or not as you wish: no pressure, just amazing opportunities

• Conclusion: Next steps and further collaborations in our community of practice
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The Trader’s Journey

Foundations Class

Post trades for coaching

Internships

Next steps

Learning program for the next 30 days

Definition of what “Right” looks like

Vision of success 230 days from now

Assessing your trades

-- Your first 50 trades

-- Your next 200 trades

-- Your next x trades

Reflective Learning Journal

Lessons Learned

Sustain-Improve-Action on

Plan-Prepare-Execute-Assess

Give respect to the things you have learned along the way by documenting

• "What I Wish I had Known At The Start of this Journey"

• "What I Would Tell My Younger Self Just Starting Out”

• Autonomous Island of 

Individual Effort

• Ready to build niche 

bridges of your 

expertise for others to 

follow

Known Points on the Path of Standard Work

Ken Long 

tortoisecapital.net 



My Trade Stats after 6 weeks of 

personal coaching and 200 trades  *

 Taking Ken‘s coaching advices by heart 

and implementing improvements into 

my daily trading

 Rolling R avg. and slope of expectancy 

positive

 Applying ruthless risk management 

and „stopped losing money“:

 Shifted previous -1.0R losses 

towards -0.5R

 Shifted previous -0.5R losses 

towards scratches

 Increasing avg. winners

 R-distribution starting to shift to the 

right

 Continuing to work on further 

improvements
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Reflective learning journal template



Philip Buuck

New to trading, in the Super Trader program, going though Ken’s coursework as my entry into technical trading.

Nosce te ipsum - Know thyself

Unconscious incompetence is very real. There’s a lot of material here, and Ken (along with many students) are very good at what they do. Breathe, and prepare for a major learning experience that will take 

many hours.

A combination of the daily videos (watch everyone) and the core Foundations videos gave me a broad overview of the terrain. This is the first step towards engaging with the material. I’m not ready to climb the 

mountain yet, but I can look at the mountain and respect it while I get comfortable walking in my hiking boots on flat ground, get familiar with the feel of the backpack on my back, etc.

Learning the tools of the trade is key. TC2000 isn’t required, but I find it easiest to learn when I’m using the exact same tools that the teacher is using. Likewise, the KL-Bundle, despite a price tag that may seem 

intimidating up front, is exponentially accelerating my understanding of how to build charts and how to translate concepts into algorithms in software. It’s not mandatory, but for someone new like me, it gives 

me extra footholds to grip.

I have a tendency to jump from topic to topic, but I know from my own learning that this is a dead end for my long-term education. On the other hand, I have discovered over my lifetime that learning one bit of 

a topic deeply creates ‘hooks’ that make it easier to understand related topics, which allow me to learn topics that are another degree of separation from the original topic, etc etc until I have a basic overall v1.0 

strategy that I can actively use (i.e. trade) while continuing to expand my knowledge. There’s a ‘gap’ in the pre-v1.0 world where I am impatient to start trading but also overwhelmed by the sheer volume of 

knowledge. I need to work myself through that gap. Ira Glass summarized this extremely well in an interview on storytelling in 2009: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X2wLP0izeJE

Following up on the ideas above, there’s a huge body of work, and approaching it was a challenge for me. Part of this was my own obstinance, as Ken offers a number of ways to look at things and I have to

challenge and debate all of them in my own head. From these three months of reading and studying, I can now say that my most optimum approach would have been this:

Make it a point to watch Ken’s daily update every day. Be prepared to not really understand much on day 1 but follow as best as possible.

Buy a Gold membership to TC2000 so I have access to the data streams that I will need to track the US markets.

Buy the KL-Bundle so I have a ready source of material that shows how to take Ken’s ideas and translate them into charts in TC2000

Go through the Foundations videos as proscribed, taking notes or using the existing Cornell notes to mark the major ideas from each video

For each idea, look for their entry in the Glossary (especially if they are highlighted) and ensure I understand what we’re talking about.

Look for an application of the idea in the TC2000 bundle somewhere. I’m starting to build a knowledge vault for myself that will map ideas to layouts in the KL-bundle or older videos of Ken’s. I will share as it 

begins to grow.

Start to try and anticipate what Ken will say about the S&P each day, and the individual markets themselves. Try to start doing your own framing.

I am not trading yet, but I’m already starting to see ideas and frames that could be trades. I am purposefully waiting for the swing trading class to do actual trades, since there’s still so much foundational work I 

could potentially do. I know myself and know that my best method of learning is ensuring my foundational knowledge is solid before trying to build the next level of my house. I know people who are very 

different though. This is the best choice for me personally.

This should all be fun. If I drive myself crazy now because I don’t know every single detail of the Owl entry or because I can’t follow KenH’s framings effortlessly, then I’m going to get frustrated and quit. Ken 

often says, “look how easy this is” and that doesn’t mean I’m a dummy because I can’t follow it. It means that, with the proper foundation, this work will become unconsciously competent, and I will have a 

toolset that will serve me for the rest of my life. I can be patient for 1-2 years while I build a rock-solid toolset that will never leave me. I can envision the life I want to build, and it’s worth that time.

* Link to video of Ken Long’s discussion of this writeup:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hyf1am4O-TM&t=5s

Example: "What I Wish I had Known At The Start of this Journey“ *



Example: "What I Would Tell My Younger Self Just Starting 
Out“ *

 AWARNESS of the market AND of myself (state of mind) is key  trade what you see and don’t try to predict

 EMBRACE UNCERTAINTY  waiting for confirmation has the price of less trade potential left and wider initial 
stops

 “YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT THE MARKET WILL DO OR HOW FAR IT WILL GO” 

 “THEY ALL LOOK THE SAME LEAVING THE STATION”  trust your patterns and follow your game plan, you 
never know in advance if it will turn out to be a winning or a losing trade

 Be DETACHED from your trade (result)  basic requirement for following a rational, rule-based trade 
management instead of following emotions (“don’t’ allow the monkey to drive your car”)

 “HOW YOU TRADE is driven by WHAT THE MARKET IS OFFERING”  BE OPEN MINDED and AWARE OF THE 
MARKET without having a strong directional bias; there is no “one fits all” strategy

 ASSES your performance on how well you followed your game plan and what the market offered you  your 
performance is determined by the market conditions in first place and by how you anticipated them in 
second place; don’t judge yourself on just looking at the results you archive in one single trading session 
(applies for both directions)

 Get your own money out quickly and make it a “SCIENCE PROJECT”  SCRATCHING is like opening a “FREE 
LOTTERY TICKET” that had no winner inside, and “you want to open as many free lottery tickets as possible”

 “FAIL FAST, FAIL NOW, FAIL FORWARD, FAIL BY DESIGN, FAIL UNDER CONTROLLED CONDITIONS, GAIN 
BALANCE, LEARN TO WALK”  making mistakes and learning from them is an important part of learning how 
to trade; you will only get to mastery in any craft by practicing DOING it, not by just theoretically studying it

 Managing your exits is the most important decision during a trade’s life cycle, and you should always know in 
advance at which level to reenter or even to revers  MASTERING THE “+2R BATTLEDRILL” is absolutely 
mandatory
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